
Omar Obaisi 
Software Engineer 

  Address 
  Al-Irsal Street, Ramallah 

  Phone 
+970-569-880-778

  Email 

  omr.obasi28@gmail.com 

OBJECTIVE

To work as a Software Engineer applying my knowledge in the field of testing, designing, and developing apps 
to the specific needs of the people. I wish to work in a team of motivated individuals who wish to work 
towards the advancement of the company and its goals 

F 

EDUCATION

2018-2022 | Computer Science, Al-Quds University 

Designed and built an electronic platform that encourages internal tourism in Palestine called Trip Palestine 

for the graduation project 

Participated in many extra training sessions that were conducted at Al-Quds University, including: 

2021-2021 | Web Development Training 

2021-2021 | Python Programming Training 

2022-2022 | Full Stack Web Developer, Elevation 

An industry-based intensive 3-month coding Bootcamp which covered the entire MERN stack and beyond. 
Built a number of end-to-end projects from scratch while adhering to solid OOP principles and communicating 
with a number of external APIs 

PROJECTS 

Trip Palestine 
built an electronic platform that encourages internal tourism in Palestine called Trip Palestine Using Node.js 
and MongoDB 

If Charity 
A full stack project that make it easier for people to charities and donate to them using charity API, Node.js, MongoDB, 
jQuery with OOP and MVC design 

Weather App 
Built using external API, Node.js and MongoDB, jQuery with OOP and MVC design 

Chance4you 
Built a website for a B2C store called Chance4you, Using Node.js and MongoDB 

Face Recognition App 
built a Face Recognition system using Supervised Machine Learning (ML) Algorithm from a public data-sets repository 
using three different machine learning algorithms (SVM, Random Forest, Decision tree) 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/omar-obaisi-7358b41b8/
https://github.com/omarobaisi
https://trip-palestine.herokuapp.com/
https://omarobaisi-weather-app.herokuapp.com/
https://frozen-ocean-27344.herokuapp.com/product
https://github.com/omarobaisi/Face_recognition
https://if-charity.herokuapp.com/


 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 

Frameworks 
React & MobX 

Client Side 
JavaScript (ES5/6), jQuery, HTML, CSS, Materialize, 
Bootstrap 

Server Side and Database 
Node.js, Express, MongoDB, Mongoose, SQL 

Tools 
Git, working in collaboration in GitHub, Heroku 

LANGUAGES 

Arabic, English: 
Full professional proficiency 

 

 




